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Thank you for choosing to be a coach!  Whether you have experience or not, your 
willingness to help out is greatly appreciated.  This handbook is designed to give you a solid 
base for coaching the 11v11 game which is played starting at U13 and up.  Without your 
help, CMYSA would not be able to provide our youth with the opportunity to play soccer.  
Thank you again for your support! 
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Introduction 
U13-U19 are now playing 11v11 soccer.  This is the full-sided game.  This handbook will focus on general tactical 
principles and concepts.  It will not include technical, physical or psychological related physical and psychological 
characteristics as in the younger handbooks. (For information on these, refer to the US Youth Soccer website.)  
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CMYSA Player Development Model and Programming Chart 
 

Using the United States Youth Soccer Association player development model, this player development chart 
illustrates the various opportunities CMYSA offers to players at all levels. We recognize the unique requirements 
of each phase for appropriate training specific to the needs of the player. As illustrated below, we have programs 
for players from as young as five years old through 18, and programs for players from a recreational level to a 
competitive level in the developmental process. Furthermore, it helps to ensure optimum development as each 
player ages and progresses.  It is important to note that each player is unique and may fluctuate between levels 
within each phase. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from the US Youth Soccer Player Development Model (Feb, 2012) 

 
 

Phase 4: Training to Compete 

Age: U15-U18 
CMYSA Program: Competitive/Travel 

 

Phase 4: Training to Compete 

Age: U15-U18 
CMYSA Program: Recreational/In-House 

 

Phase 3: Training to Train 

Age: U11-U14 
CMYSA Program: Competitive/Travel 

 

Phase 3: Training to Train 

Age: U11-U14 
CMYSA Program: Recreational/In-House 

 

Phase 2: Learning to Train 

Age: U9-U10 
CMYSA Program: Competitive/Travel 

 

Phase 2: Learning to Train 

Age: U9-U10 
CMYSA Program: Recreational/Rec Plus 

Phase 5: Training to Win 

Age: U18+ 
Program: Recreational/In-House, Competitive/Travel, College 

 

Phase 1: FUNdamental Stage 

Age: U6-U8  
CMYSA Program: Recreational/In-House 
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CMYSA Coach’s FAQs 
What equipment is provided by CMYSA? 
2 balls, 2 flags (for games) 
 

Who do I contact if I have a question? 
Contact the Director of Coaching (DOC) for the following: 

 Coaching Education, Resources, Licensing 

 On-Field Help/Ideas 

 Tryouts (not registration related) 

 “Play Up” Situations 

 Team Formation/Player Additions 

 College Recruiting Questions 
 

Contact the Director of Travel for the following: 

 Registration (CMYSA, MYSA, Tournaments)  

 PACT 
Coach Background Checks/Coach Payment 

 Rosters and Team Contact Info 

 Team Formation/Player Additions 

 Any” Team Manager” Administrative Questions 

 Uniforms, Gear, Equipment 

 

When do practices start? 
Teams usually begin practicing indoors usually in February or March.  Outdoor practices start as soon as the 
weather allows, usually in April. 
 

Who is in charge of securing practice locations? 
The team/coach/manager is in charge of setting up practice times and locations.  Any rental costs associated with 
indoor facilities fall on the team.  Outdoor spaces are usually on a first come-first serve basis.  At Whitney Park, 
scheduled CMYSA/MYSA games always have priority.    
 
CMYSA provides each team at least one (1) opportunity to practice in the SCSU Dome in either February or March.  
CMYSA also provides age-specific training sessions in the SCSU Dome.   These training opportunities are paid for 
through your CMYSA Travel Registration fee. 
 
Below is a list of facilities to utilize and the contacts for each: 
 

 

FACILITY 
 

CONTACT PHONE  E-MAIL 
SCSU Husky Dome  Erik Halverson 333-3744 eohalverson@stcloudstate.edu 

*book months in advance…fills up quickly! 
   

     Dist. 742 St Cloud Oak Hill, Discovery Eric Johnson 529-6500 x6273 eric.johnson@isd742.org 

  Talahi, South Jr High 
 

    

  North Jr High, Apollo HS       

*1st come basis unless you apply for a use permit and pay a fee 
  

     Dist 47 Sauk Rapids Mississippi Heights  Lisa Jacoby 258-1576 lisa.jacoby@isd47.org 

  Pleasantview  
 

    

  SR-Rice Middle/HS       

*1st come basis unless you apply for a use permit and pay a fee 
  

     Dist 748 Sartell Oak Ridge, Pine Meadow Karen Atkinson 656-3701 x1181 karen.atkinson@sartell.k12.mn.us 

  Sartell Middle/HS       

*1st come basis unless you apply for a use permit and pay a fee 
  

     SC Park and Rec Whitney Steve Kruger 650-3052 steve.kruger@ci.stcloud.mn.us 

*1st come basis unless you apply for a use permit and pay a fee 
  

mailto:eric.johnson@isd742.org
mailto:lisa.jacoby@isd47.org
mailto:karen.atkinson@sartell.k12.mn.us
mailto:steve.kruger@ci.stcloud.mn.us
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The Successful Soccer Coach Checklist 
“Help Players Stay in Love with Soccer” 

 
Did you know that 70% percent of kids quit playing sports by age 13? And the dropout rate becomes alarming as 
early as 10 years old. When kids are surveyed about why they quit, the number one reason they cite: practice and 
games stopped being fun. Specifically, kids talk about the inability to handle the pressure to win, yelling at them for 
making mistakes, and being made to sit on the bench game-after-game watching teammate’s play. Implementing 
the following checklist will help kids stay in love with youth sports.  
 
1. Show the kids you care. Kids do not care how much you know until they know you care. Coaches must show 
they care about the child in order to get the best out of them.  

 

2. Teach Using FUN Activities. The successful youth soccer coach understands that the key to a positive youth 
sports experience is to make practice and games FUN! Successful youth soccer coaches have the unique ability to 
create an environment that is fun, while simultaneously helping players learn and develop.  

 

3. Focus on learning, not winning. The experts at Positive Coaching Alliance are consistently reminding us that the 
top athletes don’t set out to win, but rather set out to accomplish their personal goals, oftentimes focused on skill 
mastery.  

 

4. Create individual goals. Work with each and every individual player to set goals for themselves. Set both short- 
and long-term goals, and make sure your athletes understand what they’ll need to do to reach those goals. Applaud 
both effort and improvement.  

 

5. Have kids play multiple sports. For lots of reasons! It helps avoid burnout in their favorite sport. Playing multiple 
sports helps them develop other muscles and other skills. It helps them see sports from the role of leader and 
follower.  

 

6. Provide positive criticism. For example, 5-to-1 is Magic Ratio to deliver feedback and criticism in a way that kids 
can both hear and understand, while helping to keep their Emotional Tanks full. No one – adults included – want to 
continue with something if they constantly hear only about what they do wrong.  

 

7. Keep Everyone Involved. There is a role for every player in youth sports. Break down practice into skills drills and 
small skills competitions. No lines or waiting around! Keep the players involved! It only makes sense: the more kids 
sit and watch, the more likely they are to fall out of love with sports – and hence quit.  

 

8. Leverage the Power of Team. Everyone likes to be part of a team. As coaches, we need to remember to use the 
power of the team to keep kids motivated and inspired. Use techniques like Winners Circles and Buddy System. 
Help ever player to be valuable member of the team.  

 

9. Respect The Game. Teach respect for the game. And practice the same from the sidelines and the stands. 
Respecting officials and opponents can sometimes be the hardest part.  

 
10. Let them play. Last but not least, let kids just play. Kids love to play without being constantly interrupted or 
micro managed during practice and games.  
 

Article by Positive Coaching Alliance 
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U13 Soccer Curriculum 
Beginners  Strong Players  Advanced Players 

 
Passing/Receiving 
 Crisp pass 20 yards on the ground with accuracy with both feet 
 Control a ball passed within 5 yards with 1-2 touches with both feet 
 Moves to the ball always – control with few touches 
 Chip ball over defender 20-30 yards with both feet 
 Shields to control ball 1v1 – makes easy pass if challenged 2v1 
 Moves to space, support teammate with ball 
 Control balls from the air with chest, thigh, head, foot  
 Lofted ball 30-40 yards (corner, goal kick, cross) 
 Recognizes defensive pressure and passes to open teammates 
 Wall passes and overlaps – runs without ball and execute with ball 
 Diagonal through pass to split defenders 
  
Dribbling 
 Control dribble in traffic, speed dribble in open field with both feet 
 Master control moves with both feet in match conditions – be brave! 
 pullback     vee  
 chop      step-over 
 scissor      fake shot 
 inside-outside    stop-n-go    
 Juggle 20 times with feet 1 out of 5 tries ( 20 with feet 3 out of 5 tries) 
 
Defense 
 Goalside on ballhandler 1v1 – no dive in - close enough to keep eyes down 
 Close ground while ball in route – steer away - stop in front 
 Shoulder charge if even with ballhandler 
 No turn if ballhandler “back to” 
 Pushes defense up to take advantage of offside rule 
 Good 2nd defender for off-ball players  
 Tackle ball upright (block), start sliding tackle 
 
Goal Keeper (2 kids play) 
 Basic skills with hands, quick distribution to side defenders (roll, overhead) 
 Punt if in trouble 
 Understand pass back (can’t pick up) 
 Controls box verbally and physically (“keeper”) 
 Diving save technique 
 Understands when and how to challenge out of box 
 
Throw-ins 
 Quick restart - Legal throw to feet of teammate – step into play 
 Moving without ball – “show” for thrower 
 Run onto and control ball thrown ahead, maintain possession 
 Control ball thrown to feet, turn and dribble or pass to teammate 
 Can throw ball 15 yards in air 
 Use head/chest or foot volley pass back to thrower 
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Shooting 
 one-time when close to goal – both feet 
 pass for accuracy (inside), laces for power (instep – land on kicking foot) 
 Penalty kicks hit side netting 
 Hit back netting from top of penalty area with both feet 
 Curved shot, upper 90, far post target consistently 
 
Restarts (corners, goal kicks, indirect kicks, kick-offs) 
 Rules and keeping possession on kick-off 
 Receiving goal kick – take up side 
 Indirect restarts close to goal and far away 
 Direct restarts on goal near top of area 
 Wall for threatening restarts 
 Corners simplified – pass to our player, not keeper – 1 touch shot 
 Defending corners – move to the ball quick clear to side (striker breaks) 
 
Heading 
 Brave enough to head ball, eyes open, hit with force 
 Able to direct toward goal or teammate 
 Offensive header - down 
 Defensive header up and away to side 
 Begin to use head/chest or foot volley with pass back to thrower 
 Begin to take from air defensively to clear 
 Put on net on offense 
 
Tactics 
 Clear ball to side, not in front of own goal or across end-line 
 Don’t play with ball in front of own goal – pass to our team 
 Defenders push up when we control ball  
 Target player keeps us long or “tall”  
 Wing midfielders push up and support on offense 
 Take chances when behind, play conservatively when ahead 
 Always cover far post - weak side midfielder(offense) or wing defender 
 Team shape: Wide on offense, narrow on defense 
 Change of fields – when and how 
 Back pass to side of goal 
 
 

U14 Soccer Curriculum 
Beginners  Strong Players  Advanced Players 

 
Passing/Receiving 
 Crisp pass 20 yards on the ground with accuracy with both feet 
 Control a ball passed within 5 yards with 1-2 touches with both feet 
 Moves to the ball always – control with few touches 
 Shields to control ball 1v1 – makes easy pass if challenged 2v1 
 Moves to space to support teammate with ball 
 Recognizes defensive pressure and passes to open teammates 
 Chip ball over defender 20 yards 
 Lofted ball 30-40 yards (corner, goal kick, cross) 
 Wall passes– runs without ball, executes with ball 
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 Overlaps – runs without ball, executes with ball 
 Makes diagonal through-pass to split defenders 
 Controls balls from the air with chest, thigh, head, foot 
 Able to volley ball accurately to teammate or shot on goal 
 Move to ball, dummy/let ball run by (shield defender), turn/run with ball 
 
Dribbling 
 Control dribble in traffic, speed dribble in open field with both feet 
 Dribbles with ball to space to maintain possession in right situation 
 Brave enough to take players on 1v1 in right situation 
 Master control moves with both feet in match conditions – be brave! 
 pullback      step-over 
 chop       stop-n-go 
 scissor       fake shot 
 inside-outside     turn with ball when back to net 
 vee       moves with both feet 
 Juggle 20 times with feet 3 out of 5 tries ( 30 with feet 3 out of 5 tries) 
  
Defense 
 Goalside on ballhandler 1v1 – no dive in - close enough to keep eyes down 
 Close ground while ball in route – steer away from danger - stop in front 
 No turn if ballhandler “back to” 
 Pushes defense up to take advantage of offside rule 
 Good 2nd defender for off-ball players  
 Tackle ball upright (block)  
 Sliding tackle 
 
Goal Keeper (2 kids) 
 Basic skills with hands, quick distribution to side defenders (roll, overhead) 
 Punt if in trouble 
 Understand pass back (can’t pick up) 
 Controls box verbally and physically (“keeper”) 
 Can tip ball over bar  
 Diving save technique 
 Understands when and how to challenge out of box 
 
Throw-ins 
 Quick restart - Legal throw to feet of teammate – step into play 
 Moving without ball to get open – “show” for thrower 
 Run onto and control ball thrown ahead, maintain possession 
 Control ball thrown to feet, turn and dribble or pass to teammate 
 Can use head/chest or foot volley - pass back to thrower 
 Can throw ball >20 yards in air 
 
Shooting 
 One-time when close to goal – both feet 
 Pass for accuracy (inside), laces for power (instep – land on kicking foot) 
 Hit back netting from top of penalty area, penalty kicks hit side netting 
 Curved shot, upper 90, far post target consistently 
 
Restarts (corners, goal kicks, indirect kicks, kick-offs) 
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 Rules and keeping possession on kick-off 
 Receiving goal kick – take up side 
 Indirect restarts close to goal (touch/shoot) and far away (possess) 
 Direct restarts on goal near top of area 
 Wall for threatening restarts by other team 
 Corners simplified – pass to our player at 12, not keeper – 1 touch shot 
 Defending corners – move to the ball quick clear to side (striker breaks) 
 Short corner with two players disguised, executed 
 No bounce on balls in box – offense or defense 
 
Heading 
 Brave enough to head ball, eyes open, hit with force 
 Able to direct toward goal or teammate 
 Offensive header - down 
 Defensive header up and away to side 
 Use head/chest or foot volley with pass back to thrower 
 Take from air defensively to clear 
 Can head to self to dribble 
 Put on net on offense with force 
 
Tactics 
 Clear ball to side, not in front of own goal or across end-line 
 Don’t play with ball in front of own goal if pressure – pass to our team 
 Defenders push up when we control ball  
 Understands offside in offense and pushing up on defense  
 Always cover far post - weak side midfielder(offense) or wing defender  
 Take chances when behind, play conservatively when ahead 
 Wing midfielders push up and support on offense 
 Target player keeps us long or “tall” 
 Team shape: Wide on offense, narrow on defense 
 Change of fields – when and how 
 Back pass to side of goal 

 
Rules of the Game (Condensed) 

 
BALL SIZE & FIELD/GOAL DIMENSIONS 
Ball:  Field:      Goal: 
Size 5  80 yards X 120 yards (or as near as possible) 24 feet side X 8 feet high  
 
PLAYERS 
11v11  Minimum of 7 per team to start the game  
One player on the field must be designated as the goalkeeper.  

 
SUBSTITUTIONS  
Substitutions will be unlimited.  Substitutions can only be made with the consent of the referee at the following 
times:  
A. Prior to either team’s throw-in with the consent of the referee.  

B. Prior to a goal kick by either team.  

C. After a goal by either team  

D. After an injury by either team, if allowed by the referee.  
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E. At half time (referee does not need to be notified of this substitution other than the goalkeeper).  
 
OFFSIDE  
It is not an offense in itself to be in an offside position. A player is in an offside position if he is nearer to the 
opponent’s goal than both the ball and the second to last opponent.  A player is not in an offside position if he is in 
his own half of the field of play, is level with the second to last defender, or is level with the last two opponents.  
 
A player in an offside position is penalized if, at the moment the ball is touched or played by one of his teammates, 
he is (in the opinion of the referee) involved in the play by:  
A. Playing the ball  
B. Interfering with play  
C. Interfering with an opponent  
D. Gaining an advantage by being in that position  
 

 Offside is to be judged at the moment the ball is passed to a player, and not when the player in question 
receives the ball. A player not offside when the ball is kicked does not become offside during the flight of 
the ball. However, a player in an offside position who comes back to the ball after it is played will still be 
considered to be offside.  

 If a player is in an offside position and if the ball rebounds off the goal posts, crossbar, or the goal keeper 
and that player plays it, he is offside.  

 If a player is in an offside position and the ball deflects off a defender and that player plays it; and the 
referee determines the defender did not or could not control the ball, the player is considered to be 
offside.  

 
NOT OFFSIDE  

 There is no offside offense if the player receives the ball directly from a goal kick, a throw in, or a corner 
kick.  

 A player is not offside just because he is in an offside position. It must be determined that player is involved 
in the play.  

 
TYPES OF FREE KICKS  
Free kicks are either direct or indirect. For both direct and indirect free kicks, the ball must be stationary when the 
kick is taken. The kicker cannot touch it a second time until it has touched by another player.  
 
A. DIRECT FREE KICK  
A direct free kick is awarded to the opposing team if a player commits any of the following offenses in a manner 
considered by the referee to be careless, reckless, or with excessive force. (push, trip, pull, etc)  
 
A direct free kick is also awarded for a hand ball. 
 
If a direct free kick is kicked directly into the opponent’s goal, a goal is awarded.  
 
  
B. INDIRECT FREE KICK  
An indirect free kick is awarded to the opposing team if a player plays in a dangerous manner (ie. high kick),for 
obstruction, or for other minor rule infringements.     
 
A goal can only be scored on an indirect free kick if the ball touches another player besides the kicker before it 
enters the goal.  
 
THE THROW-IN  (a method of restarting play) 
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A throw-in is awarded when the whole ball passes over the touch line (side line) either on the ground or in the air 
from the point where it crossed the touch line to the opponents of the player who last touched the ball  
 
A goal cannot be scored directly from a throw-in.  
 
PROCEDURE  
At the moment of delivering the ball, the thrower must:  

 face the field of play  

 have part of each foot either on the touch line or on the ground outside the touch line  

 use both hands  

 deliver the ball from behind the head, and come directly over the head  
 
The thrower may not touch the ball again until it has touched another player. Defenders must be at least 2 yards 
away from the thrower.  
 
THE GOAL KICK (a method of restarting play) 
A goal kick is awarded when the whole ball, having last been touched by the attacking team, passes over the goal 
line in the air or on the ground, and a goal is not scored. 
 
PROCEDURE  

 The ball may be kicked from anywhere within the goal area by a player of the defending team.  

 The ball is in play when it is kicked directly beyond the penalty area.  

 Opponents must remain outside the penalty area until the ball is in play. Teammates can be in the area, but 
cannot touch the ball until it is kicked directly beyond the penalty area.  

 The kicker may not play the ball a second time until it is touched by another player.  
 
THE CORNER KICK (a method of restarting play) 
A corner kick is awarded when the whole ball, having last touched a member of the defending team, passes over 
the goal line in the air or on the ground and a goal is not scored.  
 
PROCEDURE  

 The ball is placed inside the corner arc (within a 1 yard area of the corner flag or the spot for a corner flag).  

 The corner flag may not be moved unless instructed to do so by the referee.  

 The ball must be kicked by a member of the attacking team.  

 The ball is in play when it is kicked and it moves.  

 Opponents must remain at least 10 yards away from the ball until it is play.  

 The kicker may not play the ball a second time until it has been touched by another player.  

 A goal can be scored directly or indirectly off a corner kick.  

 
Principles of Play 

Regardless of the tactical activity, use and continually reinforce these principles: 
 

In the Attack 
Penetration 
Depth- support (angle/distance) 
Mobility- unbalancing (off-the-ball runs) 
Width-switching the point of attack and support 
Improvisation 
Finishing 

On Defense 
Pressure- immediately on ball 
Delay 
Depth- supporting cover 
Balance-protect weak side 
Compactness- concentration of numbers 
Control/Restraint 
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 Player Role      Principle 
 1st Attacker      Penetration 
 2nd Attacker      Support 
 3rd Attacker      Width/Depth 
 
 1st Defender      Pressure/Delay 
 2nd Defender      Depth/Cover 
 3rd Defender      Balance 

 

General Team Defending Rules: 
♦ Pressure must be applied to the ball before defense can begin. Until there is pressure on the ball we must drop 
towards our own goal. When pressure is applied, we then can step and compress space.   (tactical cue that pressure is 
applied:  ball carrier’s head is down) 
 

 Pressure must be immediate. 

 Pressure must force the attacker’s vision 
down. 

 Pressure must make play predictable. 

 Pressure must prevent passing penetration. 

 
♦ Pressure must be accompanied by immediate cover. Covering players are responsible for filling space behind 
the pressure to eliminate the threat of dribbling and passing penetration. Quality defending requires us to get 
numbers up around the ball everywhere on the field! 
 
♦ The team defends together. When pressure is applied, the entire team must step and shift together to stay 
compact.   
 
♦ The team must step and compress space every time the ball moves backwards. On both our own clearances 
and on any back-passes played by the opposition, we must step to recover space and to eliminate time the 
opposition has to make decisions. 
 
♦ Force central and into numbers when in the attacking and central thirds.  Focus on getting in a position to 
channel central and cut off the line (do not let the ball be played down the sideline). Once at shooting distance, 
force outside and it becomes a 1v1 down the flank with rest of team shifting into supportive positions to 
double down, cut off passing angles, and support 1st defender centrally.  Protect the box!  
♦ Always look for double-down opportunities.  Especially forwards!  Come back and double down to win it 
closer to the attacking goal.   

 

General Team Attacking Guidelines: 
♦ Width and depth immediately when possession is gained. Open up space and find seams between the 
defense  
to present options. 
 
♦ The first option upon winning possession is always to play the ball forward—either a shot if on, a 
penetrating ball into space, or a ball forward to feet. The forwards should always be pushing the restraining 
line of the defense as far back as possible.  Once the ball goes forward, mids must then be positioned to 
support the forwards.  If this option is not on, then look wide. 
 
♦ Present alternative options as your teammates.  Be mindful of where your teammates are and what they 
are doing.  Do not make the same runs or present the same angles as they are to the ball carrier. 
 
♦ Defenders must get forward! The OBs, especially, should overlap into the space on the flanks on the attack.  
This is one way to create a numerical advantage (“numbers up”)  
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♦ The midfield must play quickly forward or wide to relieve pressure. One attacking midfielder will be 
responsible for late runs into the box on wide services, while the deeper midfielder(s) will be responsible for 
sealing space behind the ball. 
 
♦ The weak side winger will be responsible for far post runs. Players coming from deeper on the field will fill 
all other spaces. 

 

The Tactical Field 
Defending 1/3:  Minimal to no risk with the ball    
Middle 1/3: More risk with the ball, but do what it takes to maintain possession 
Attacking 1/3:    Take risks and go for it! SCORE! 
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Tag Lines and Definitions 
“cut the line”= do not allow ball to be played down the line 
“vertical half”=divide field in half vertically.  On defense, do not allow ball to cross the vertical half.  On offense, be 
sure all our numbers are not on one vertical half.  Look to play the other vertical half to switch the point of attack 
“too high”= 1st defender got to high up on the ball carrier and allowed them open play the other way.  Don’t come in 
“too high” when on defensive approach 
“chalk on heels”=get as wide as you can with hips facing the field.  OM/OF must always be in this position when their 
OB/OM is going to get the ball. 
“sweet spot”= the area between the 6 yd line and the pk spot that eliminates the GK and allows for the best chance 
to score 
“attack the end line”= take the ball as close to the end line as possible.  This forces the defenders hips to face their 
goal, engages the GK, and allows for chances to cross or get a corner 
“target zones”= the wide areas deep in the opponent’s half.  These allow for attacking the end line and sweet spot 
services.  Look to play the ball into these areas and be in a position to receive the ball in these areas 
“overload zones”=while maintaining balance, overload zones with attacking players to overwhelm the defenders in 
those areas.  Create numerical advantages in small-medium sized areas. 
 

Team Themes 
Regardless of the formation you choose, have your team focus on several themes throughout practices and at every 
game.  Mention and reiterate them over and over in every drill, activity, and game.  Get your team to own them and 
live them.  Below is an example:  

 Numbers behind the ball QUICKLY! 

 Talk out EVERYTHING! 

 Attack quickly and effectively….get ball forward and into target zones 

 Triangle Play  

 Create scoring opportunities…sweet spot, box organization, get CKs! 

 “Piranhas on Bloody Meat” Mentality 

 
“Flat” Back Four Defending Concepts 

Most of you will choose to play with 4 defenders.  Some will choose to play a stopper/sweeper while others will 
choose to play “flat”.  Playing “flat” in the back is becoming the most widely used option in the game.  Here are a few 
“Flat Back Four” basics: 

 Zonal defending…defend in your zone, communicate to pass on. 

 Not actually flat,  think Check Mark or Nike Swoosh shape 

 Communication is key.  

 Step and slide quickly and together.  Only 1 D steps, the other 3 drop in behind and condense to 
support/balance. 

 The CB that is not stepping to the ball is always preventing the straight split by their supporting angle and 
distance.  OBs prevent the diagonal split. 

 Weak side OB never goes past the center of the goal.  Keep shape and spacing. 

 Force into your help/numbers….usually centrally until around a 30 yards from goal, then if it’s on the flank, 
1v1 down the line keeping wide. 

 If ball gets played over the OB’s head, CB recovers to get ball.  If pressured, OB drops central.  If no/light 
pressure (can turn and play), OB gets wide to be an option. 

 DO NOT DIVE IN!   

 When recovering, 1st step is to the goal, then analyze if you go ball, man, or continue towards goal. 

 When in possession and “swinging it around the back”, look to skip people out.  (ex. RCB skips LCB and plays 
LB) 
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Systems of Play (Formations) 
(Adapted from USYSA Player Development Model, 2012 & WDMSC Coaching Department, 2011) 

 
Systems of play (or formations) are terms used in soccer that refers to the formation in which a team organizes 
players on the field during a game. Three of the most used formations are briefly described below. 
 

Key Points about Systems of Play:  
1. The System is organized from back to front with the first number indicating the goal keeper, the number of 
defenders, then midfielders and then attackers.  

2. During the game, players are not positioned to a specific spot but more towards a general area of the field.  
3. Players must move relative to the ball, their teammates, their opponents, and the goal. For example when a 
forward is moving up to score, the defenders must also adjust (move forward to support). Similarly, when the 
opposition move towards your goal the team all must drop back to defend (“get behind the ball”). 

4. Players should be encouraged to play a variety of position (including goalkeeper) as this will facilitate a more 
comprehensive understanding of the game.  
 
Important Note: The formation you select should be based on the playing abilities (technical, tactical, physical and 
psychological) of your players.  The same principles of play apply regardless of the formation, as well. 
 

System of Play: 1-4-4-2 
A goalkeeper, 4 defenders, 4 midfielders, and 2 forwards.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Forwards must work off each other and usually stay between 10-15 yards apart to support each other. 

 Flank players must get forward into the attack and fill in spaces.  For example, if the RM gets high, this opens 
up space for the RB to enter into the attack to support.  

 OMs work endline to endline 
 

System of Play: 1-4-3-3 
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A goalkeeper, 4 defenders, 3 central midfielders, and 3 forwards.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 CMs remain in a triangle and work between the width of the 18 yard boxes to secure the central part of the 
field.   

 OBs and OFs responsible for opposing flank players.  If CM is drawn out, the triangle is lost and they can easily 
be passed through.   

 If ball goes to a F, CMs must support quickly to receive 1 or 2-touch passes back.   

 CMs must look to overlap onto the forward line to get numerical advantage.   

 One CM must always remain on the opposite vertical half of the field to maintain balance. 

 Do not use this formation if the OBs are not entering into the attack all the time….this is a MUST for this 
formation. 

 

System of Play: 1-3-5-2 
A goalkeeper, 3 defenders, 5 midfielders, and 2 forwards.   
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 Weakside OM must help out defensively and come back onto the back line. 

 OMs must have gazelle-like stamina.  They work end line to end line. 

 Defenders do not get forward much in this system, but just move up with the team to condense space 

 When an OB has the ball, the ball-side OM, must get into a wide position to be an option immediately. 

 CMs must support both OMs and Fs while remaining in a triangle.   

 One CM must always remain on the opposite vertical half of the field to maintain balance. 
 

General Responsibilities of Positions  
Goalkeeper (GK):   
Defensively:  Be aggressive and come out to close shots and to collect the ball inside the box. Provide cover to last 
defender on through balls.  
Offensively:  Distribute by throwing and kicking to wide areas of the field.  
 
Central Defender (CD):  
Defensively:  Mark attackers in your area of the field.  Stay between attacker and the goal (i.e. goal side). Stay central 
and provide cover for LD and RD.   
Offensively:  Play passes forward and wide to attackers. Be available to switch the play/point of possession. Stay 
central and behind the last attacker to prevent counter attacks.  Push up the defensive line to half or beyond when 
ball is on the other end and in your team’s possession to support the play and minimize the space the opponent has 
to attack into in case of a turnover. 
  
Outside Defenders (RD/LD):  
Defensively:  Mark attackers in your area of the field – stay between attacker and the goal (i.e. goal side). Provide 
cover/balance when ball is on opposite side of field by dropping back and sliding towards the middle of the field. 
Force attackers to the outsides away from goal.  
Offensively:  Provide good support to central players by moving into space on the outside. Look to make forward runs 
without the ball (i.e. overlaps).  
 
Midfielders (LM/CM/RM): 
Defensively:  Mark attackers in your area of the field – stay between attacker and the goal (i.e. goal side). Provide 
cover/balance when ball is on opposite side of field by dropping back and sliding towards the middle of the field. 
Force attackers to the outsides away from goal.  
Offensively:  Provide good support to both the defense and the forwards.  Outside mids, Look to make forward runs 
without the ball (i.e. overlaps).  Center mids, look to combine with forwards and the outside mids.  Look to shoot 
when in range. 
 
Forwards (F):  
Defensively:  Pressure the ball-force defenders to play towards their own goal. Take advantage of defenders mistakes.  
Offensively:  Shoot when near the goal. Movement off ball into space to receive a pass.  
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Practice Preparation and Organization 
Practice organization is one of the most important attributes of a successful coach.  A coach’s ability to move through 
well thought-out and fun activities without players standing around is a very important attribute.  Follow the 
suggested progression below to get the best results. As you become more experienced this aspect of coaching will 
become easier and easier.  
 
Session Topic  
Every training session should have a theme. For example, “Dribbling & Turning”, “2v1 Combination Play”, “Passing”, 
etc.  This should be your first decision when planning a training session.  
 
Choosing Activities  
Choose activities that will focus on your session’s theme. Well thought out activities will indirectly teach your players 
the session’s theme.  These types of activities will make sure that your players get a lot of touches on the ball. NO 
LINES OR PROLONGED STANDING!  

 
Session Plan  
Once you have activities, put them into a practice plan from simple/easy to complex/difficult starting with a warm-up 
and ending with a 9v9 or a full 11v11  scrimmage (or if numbers are low, as big as you can). Have your grids/cones for 
each activity set prior to practice beginning and use water breaks to finalize them.   
 
Arriving at the Field  
Be there first! Being the first person at the field sets a great example to your parents and players. Be there to 
welcome them to the session.   It also allows time to set up so that you can start immediately.  Have grids and pinnies 
set and organized before the team gets there.  Whenever possible, use the same color cones for marking out the area 
of the activity.  
 
Introducing Activities  
Introducing activities should be done through an explanation and demonstration. Explanation of activities should be  
done as quickly as possible.  Let the players try the activity a bit before jumping in to correct.  Give them a chance to 
problem solve before jumping in immediately, then stop them and explain if necessary.  
 
Make Coaching Points  
When stopping players and making coaching points, keep it short and simple.  When making coaching points or 

correcting faults, keep the big picture in mind. Look at the following three areas: 

 On the ball:  Coach the player on the ball. (1st attackers/defenders) 

 Around the ball:  Coach the players in the immediate vicinity of the ball. (2nd attackers/defenders) 

 Away from the ball:  Coach the players away from the ball.  (3rd attackers/defenders)   
 
Repeat Session’s Focus 
Repeat the aim of the session throughout the practice so that players are clear on what you want them to do. 
Ensure you have enough balls laid out around the field. 
 
Positive Reinforcement  
Keep everything you say to players positive. Make sure to praise everything that the players do well related to soccer; 
encourage good passing, dribbling, turning, stopping, etc. Players at these ages consider themselves ‘successful’ if 
they are giving their best effort.  
 
Final Remarks  
Recap the theme and coaching points at the end of every practice.  Send players away with some form of soccer 
homework.  
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Game Management 
US Youth Soccer Player Development Model Appendix B  February, 2012 

 
Pre-game  

 Coaches arrive 40 minutes prior to kickoff  

 Set responsibilities with staff  

 Consider the environmental conditions  

 20-30 minutes of warm-up  
o Individual warm-up  

 Field players  
 Goalkeepers  

o Pairs  

o Small group (possession activities, directional games)  

 Dynamic warm-up  
o More structured warm-up  

o Allow time for individuals to warm-up, including functional warm-up  

 Give line-up to the players  

 Roles and responsibilities  
o Discuss individual and small group roles  

o Discuss attacking and defensive roles  

 Team huddle  
o Final instruction/reminders  

 
Game  

 Start game, sit down and enjoy the game  

 Find a balance between the puppet master, cheerleader and silent “non-existent” coach  
o Stay within the technical area  

o Limit coaching!  

 Be sure all players get playing time  

 Take notes  
o Attacking and defensive strengths and weaknesses  
o Individual, small group and team strengths/weaknesses  

 Tactical adjustments  
o Which principles of play can be addressed at halftime?  
o Allow players to play extended times (getting into the flow of the game and make mistakes, play 

through it and figure it out)  
 
Halftime  

 Relax and hydrate  

 Care for any injuries  

 Communicate with staff prior to speaking with players  

 Be specific on information at halftime  

 Allow substitutions time to warm-up while players coming off the field are getting a drink and then bring all 
players in for quick halftime talk  

 Get on their level; be sure all players are looking at the coach (no distractions behind the coach – including 
the sun). Get away from the parents/sidelines!  

 Be sure that information is positive, emotions are under control and voice is at a controlled level  
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 Limit the amount of time speaking to team (think about age of players and how long they can listen to 
directions)  

o Limit the discussion to 2-3 points (make this time a dialogue not a monologue)  

 Announce substitutions  

 Quick warm-up prior to starting second half  
 
Post-game  

 Shake hands (Coach must be a good role model by shaking the hands of referees, opposing coaches and 
players)  

 Check for injuries  

 Snacks/drinks  

 Cool down for 10 to 15 minutes which includes easy movement and static stretching  

 Stay positive in your comments to the team and individuals  

 Reminder about next training session or match  

 Be brief after the match and save discussions for the next training session  

 Highlight a player for strong performance or efforts during the match  

 Occasionally address the parents in a post-game discussion  
 

 
Ball Work, Turns, & Moves 

 (Exercises to improve touch, balance, agility, comfort level with ball. Incorporate some into each session.) 
 

Basic Dribbling Work 
Foundation -- Knock ball back and forth with the inside of feet keeping it under you and controlled.  Stay in one place. 
 
Inside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from outside to inside with the inside and sole of the foot and stop the 
ball with the inside of the other foot.  
 
Outside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from inside to outside with the outside and sole of the foot and stop the 
ball with the inside of the same foot.  
 
Squirts -- Roll ball to outside with the sole by stepping lightly on the ball, then tap ball back to the inside with the 
inside of the foot.  
 
Side to Side Front Roll (Triangles)--Tap ball back and forth with inside of feet (foundation), push ball slightly forward 
with one foot then pull the ball across your body with the front part of the sole of the other.  
 
Pull Instep Push (Snake Eyes) -- Push ball forward and pull it back with the sole, then tap ball forward with the instep 
of the same foot and pull it back with sole of opposite foot.  
 
Vee -- Push the ball forward and pull it back the sole of the foot while turning and then take the ball with the inside of 
the same foot.  
 
Pull & Roll Behind -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole of the foot then pass the ball behind 
the standing leg with the inside of the foot. Control the ball with the sole of the other foot.  
 
Pull Turn --Push ball forward with one foot and pull it back with the other while turning toward ball and take the ball 
in the opposite direction with the inside of the first foot.  
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Turns (180 degrees) 
Pull Back --pull ball back with the sole of the foot and across body (open your hips) to go the other way. 

Inside of the Foot Cut -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball and take it with the inside of the foot 

in the opposite direction.  

Outside of the Foot Cut  -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball while taking it with the outside of 

the foot in the opposite direction.  

Cruyff -- Fake a shot but go over the ball, cock foot so that you can pass it behind you and between your legs with the 

inside of the foot.  Turn towards planted foot to turn body the other way and explode with the ball. Bend knees and 

use arms to sell move and for balance 

Stepover -- Step over the ball leading with the inside of the foot, plant that foot next to the ball and turn towards the 

ball/that plant foot and take ball with other foot in the opposite direction. 

180 -- Stop ball with sole of foot while hopping over ball, then take ball in the opposite direction as quickly as 

possible. 

 

Moves to Beat an Opponent 
 

Scissors -- Starting with the ball to one side, step over or in front of ball so that the ball ends up on the other side of 
you. Take the ball in the opposite direction with the outside of the other foot.  
 
360/Maradona -- Push ball forward, stop it with the sole of one foot while stepping past it, turn and drag ball back 
with sole of other foot, continue turning all the way around and take the ball with the inside of the first foot.  
 
Hip Swivel -- Fake with inside of one foot by swiveling hips toward ball, then reverse direction and take the ball with 
the inside of the other foot.  
 
Matthews -- Fake with inside of foot nudging ball and dipping shoulder, then take ball in the opposite direction with 
the outside of same foot. (big toe-big toe-little toe).    
 
Hamm  -- Step over the ball leading with the inside of the foot.  Once foot over the ball and ball is on the outside of 
that foot, take ball away with the outside of that same foot. 
 
 

7 Minute Drill 
Total body and ball drill focused on controlled touches, quickness, and stamina. 

 
1 min –  Jog while dribbling ball with quick touches, changing direction and speed.  Do this in a confined space 
 where many changes and touches are necessary. 
 
1 min – Head juggling 
 
1 min – Throw ball up, jump, and while you are in the air, trap the ball with your head and/or  
  chest.  Settle it and explode out of the space.  Repeat. 
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1 min – Thigh juggling 
 
1 min –Tap ball back and forth from foot to foot keeping it under you (foundation) 
    
1 min – Start in a sitting position, throw ball up, get up and trap the ball before it hits the ground, settle it, and 
 explode out of the space.  Repeat using head, chest, thigh, feet. 
 
1 min – Foot juggling with little/no spin on the ball  
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U12-U18 
Topic: Defending – Roles of the 1st and 2nd Defenders 

Objective: To improve the players’ ability to defend and recognize when/how to pressure and cover 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Technical Warm-Up Coaching Points 

Pressure Cover Warm-Up:  
3 players with one soccer ball. Two players about 10 
yards apart pass and move with each other. The third 
player moves with the group staying about 10 yards 
away. One of the players passes a ball to the third while 
his teammate immediately applies pressure (1st 
defender). The passer becomes the cover player (2nd 
defender). Player three tries to split defender with a one 
touch pass or a dribble. 

 1st defender should bend his/her run to press 
attacker and force the opponent in the direction 
he/she wants him/her to go  

 Approach fast, arrive slow  

 Defensive stance-on their toes, knees bent, one 
foot forward, one foot back  

 1st Defender “Ball”  

 2nd Defender “Force him left/right”  

 Time: 15 minutes  

Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

 
2v2 to Two Small Goals:  
In a 15x20 yd. grid with small goals on each end line, play 
2v2 matches. Rotate teams to different fields. You could 
play matches with off sides. 
  

 Speed and angle of approach  

 Pressing defender forces head down of attacker  

 Covering defender is positioned about 30 
degrees behind pressure  

 Patience; do not over- commit  

 Good communication to facilitate role switching 
while defending 

 Time: 15 minutes  
Advanced Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

4v4 to Small Goals:  
In a grid, two teams will play to score in the goals. Players 
will defend, applying the principles and roles of 1st, 2nd 
and start introducing the 3rd defending roles. 
 

 

 All of the above 

 Recognizing when to be the 1st and 2nd 
defender  

 Shape and communication  

 Visual and verbal cues  

 When and how to switch  

 Angle of coverage  

 When and how to tackle  

 Time: 20 minutes  
 

Scrimmage Coaching Points 

6v6 or 8v8: 
If 6v6, play in a 45x60 yd. field. If 8v8, play in a 55x80 yd. 
field. Play with Goalkeepers and encourage them to 
communicate with teammates.  

 

 All of the above  
 

 Time: 30 minutes  
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U12-U18 
Topic: Attacking Shape 

Objective: To help the players understand the importance of individual, group, and team shape when in possession 
of the ball 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Technical Warm-Up Coaching Points 

 
Inter Passing in 3’s or 4’s:  
Players are in teams with different colors. Each team has 
one ball and passes and moves freely in the 30x 40 yard 
grid.  
Coach: Concentrate on polishing the mechanics of 
passing and receiving as well as player’s technical speed 
and individual/group shape.  
 

 

 Strike the ball with the proper weight and surface  

 Take 1st touch toward a passing option  

 Keep body position open to the field  

 Develop rhythm of play in traffic  

 Communication  

 Time: 15 minutes  
 

 

Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

4v0 + 4v0:  
Two groups of 4 players each with one ball per group. 
Play through each other in the same 30x40 yard grid. 
Each group focuses on their ball, individual/group shape, 
and speed of play.  
Coach: Encourage players to keep a diamond/kite shape 
with players always being in good supportive positions.  
 

 Survey the area at all times. This way players can 
anticipate what to do next with and without the ball  

 Keep body position open to the field  

 Increase speed of play in traffic  

 Keep the width and the depth  

 Communication  

 Time: 20 minutes  
 

Advanced Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

4v4 or 5v5 to End Zones:  
Two teams of 4 or 5 players each play in a 30x40 area 
with a 2-3 yard end zone on the 30 yard lines Each team 
defends one end zone and attacks the other. If a team 
successfully plays the soccer ball into the opposite end 
zone, they receive a goal. In order to score, the player 
receiving the soccer ball must arrive into the end zone 
when the ball is arriving. Waiting for the soccer ball in the 
end zone will be off-sides. The defenders cannot enter 
the end zone.  

 Recognize visual cues such as:  

 Teammates body shape  

 Supporting positions  

 Defending pressure  

 Runs  

 Rhythm of play based on what the game gives you 
by increasing speed of play at the right time  

 Adjust team shape as other players move  

 Time: 20 minutes  
 

Scrimmage Coaching Points 

6v6 or 8v8: (or as big as numbers allow) 
If 6v6, play in a 45x60 yd. field. If 8v8, play in a 55x80 yd. 
field. Play with Goalkeepers and encourage them to 
communicate with teammates.  

 

 All of the above  
 

 Time: 30 minutes  
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U12-U18 
Topic: Combination Play 

Objective: To assist players in recognizing when to combine with teammates and what combination is appropriate 
for the situation. 

 

 

 
 
 

Technical Warm-Up Coaching Points 

Dutch Square:  
Half the players create a square in a defined space with a 
ball. Players without balls are in the middle and check to 
receive a pass from outside players. Once they are inside, 
players have the ball and they look to connect a pass with 
another outside player.  
Review technique of passing & receiving  

 Introduce Take Overs  

 Introduce Wall Passes  

 Introduce Overlaps  
Time: 15 minutes  
 

Small-Sided Game 
2v2 to 4 Goals:  
Two teams trying to score through the cone goals by 
passing or dribbling, looking for the appropriate chance 
to execute a combination. Stress the opportunities to 
combine (wall passing, overlaps, and takeovers).  
Time: 15 minutes  

 
Advanced Small Sided Game 

 
3v3 or 4v4 +1:  
In a 25x30 yd. grid, two teams of 3 or 4 players, each with 
a neutral player who plays for the team in possession of 
the soccer ball, will play to score by passing through the 
cones. A goal scored after a combination play is worth 5 
points.  
Time: 20 minutes  

 
 

General  

 Quality technique while passing and receiving  

 Be patient & let opportunities develop  

 Positive environment to encourage creative and 
instinctive play  

 Communication  
 

Takeover  

 2nd attacker runs directly at the 1st attacker from 
the opposite direction  

 1st attacker protects the ball from the 1st defender 
by keeping body between ball and defender  

 1st attacker leaves the ball and 2nd attacker takes 
the ball using same foot (right to right or left to left)  

 Simple communication: “take" or “leave”  
 

Wall Pass  

 1st attacker dribbles at 1st defender  

 2nd attacker is slightly ahead of defender in good 
supporting angle turned sideways on  

 1st attacker reads defenders and supporting cues; 
decide to dribble or play a wall pass  

 Disguise, deception of pass, and runs  

 Accuracy and quality of pass  

 Look for opportunities to create numbers up 
situations (2v1, 3v1 etc)  
 

Overlap  

 1st attacker dribbles at 1st defender creating space 
for 2nd attacker to overlap into; ball gets played into 
live space  
 

6v6 or 8v8: 
If 6v6, play in a 45x60 yd. field. If 8v8, play in a 55x80 yd. 
field. Play with Goalkeepers and encourage them to 
communicate with teammates.  

 

 All of the above  
 
Time: 30 minutes 
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U12-U18 
Topic: Passing for Penetration 

Objective: To improve decision making in possession and the ability of the players to beat defenders with a pass 
 

 

 
 
 

Technical Warm-Up Coaching Points 

Pass and Move:  
Split players into groups of 3 or 4 (color-coded). Each 
group has a ball, inter-passing within their group. All 
groups are in the same grid playing through each other. 
(30x40 yard grid)  
 
 

 1st touch - Directional  

 Technique and type of pass  

 Technique of receiving  

 Communication: Verbal and Non Verbal  

 Supportive body position  

 Visual cues  

 Time: 15 Minutes  
 

Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

3v3+1 to Targets:  
Two teams of 3 players each with a neutral player in a 
30x35 yard grid will try to connect passes and score by 
connecting with the target player.  
Coach: Stress when and how to split defenders with 
passes.  
 

 Proper weight, accuracy and timing of passes  

 Vision to split defenders with a pass  

 Possession vs. penetration  

 Proper angle and distance of support off the ball  

 Time: 15 minutes  
 

Advanced Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

4v4 or 5v5 to End Zones:  
Set up a 35 x 40 yard grid with end-zones behind the 40 
yd. lines.  
Teams comprised of 4 players, depending on numbers 
and space. The attacking team needs to pass into the end 
zone and a player must time his/her run to receive the 
ball inside the end zone and score.  
Coach: Help the players to time their runs into the end 
zone to receive the ball.  

 Start with passing and receiving in the end zone.  

 Players can dribble into the end zone for 1 point.  
 

 

 

 Starting position of players  

 Shape, width, and depth  

 Body position open to field  

 Possession vs. penetration  

 Dribbling vs. passing  
 

 Time: 20 minutes  
 

Scrimmage Coaching Points 

6v6 or 8v8: 
If 6v6, play in a 45x60 yd. field. If 8v8, play in a 55x80 yd. 
field. Play with Goalkeepers and encourage them to 
communicate with teammates.  

 

 All of the above  
 

 Time: 30 minutes  
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U12-U18 
Topic: Switching the Point of Attack 

Objective: To help the players recognize when and how to switch the attack from crowded areas to areas with less 
defensive traffic 

  

 

 
 

Technical Warm-Up Coaching Points 

Pass and Move:  
Split players into groups of 3 or 4 (color-coded). Each 
group has a ball, inter-passing within their group. All 
groups are in the same grid playing through each other. 
(30x40 yard grid).  
Coach: have the players do the following  

 Pass using three touches only  

 Striking short, short and long passes  

 Striking short and long passes  
 
 

 

 Technique of passing and receiving  

 Passing with all surfaces  

 First touch  

 Getting in line with the ball  

 Quick and proper angle of support  

 Communication – Verbal Cues  

 Time: 15 minutes  

Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

 
4v4 to 4 Goals:  
Two teams trying to score in their opponents goals. If the 
players manage to score by switching the point of attack, 
the goal is worth 5 points. The playing area is a 30x40 
yard grid.  
 

 

 Play in the direction you are facing  

 Play short 1 touch passes to draw the defense 
in, then switch the point of attack  

 After switch is made, move to support the new 
point of attack  

 Some attacking players give depth away from 
the ball – ready to receive the switch  

 Angles and distances of support  

 Time: 15 minutes  
Advanced Small-Sided Game Coaching Points 

5v5/6v6 to Six Goals  
In a 40 x 50 yard grid, players are divided into two teams. 
Play with six goals located on end lines (50 yard lines). 
Each team attacks & defends three goals. Teams score 
points by dribbling or passing through goals. A goal 
scored in the central goal is worth 1 point and goals 
scored in the side goals are worth 5 points after switching 
the point of attack.  

 

 Play in the direction you are facing  

 After switch is made, move to support the new 
point of attack  

 Be patient, draw the defense in, then switch the 
point of attack  

 Look to play the ball to space in front of the 
other outside player so he can penetrate with 
the dribble if possible  

 Time: 20 minutes 
Scrimmage Coaching Points 

6v6 or 8v8: 
If 6v6, play in a 45x60 yd. field. If 8v8, play in a 55x80 yd. 
field. Play with Goalkeepers and encourage them to 
communicate with teammates.  

 

 All of the above  
 

 Time: 30 minutes  


